HOW TO READ SCHOOL REPORT CARD – DEAL PROGRAMME – 2019-20

1. **Table.1 – All Grades represent the following scorings in % :**
   
   GRADE A to GRADE E – refers to both the **Status Grade** (Status Gr.) & **Performance Grade** (Performance Gr.)
   
   - Status Gr. represents the Total enrollment of the School (not in %)
   - Performance Gr. represents the Performance of the students (in %)

2. **CLASSWISE APPEARED:**
   
   It refers to the Classwise No. of Boys & Girls appeared for DEAL PRE-TEST (Conducted on 04/07/2019 & 05/07/2019)

3. **SCHOOL GRADE :**
   
   Each school has School Grade with two Alphabets in Capital letters. (Eg. AC) - Status Grade & Performance Grade.
   
   (a). Status Grade
   
   The 1st letter (A) represents the Status Grade - Total enrollment of the School (School strength is more than 75).
   
   (b). Performance Grade
   
   The 2nd letter (C) represents the Performance Grade - Performance of the students (School performance is GRADE C – 26% TO 50%).
   
   Performance Grade is analyzed at two levels in terms of School Grade, District Grade and State Grade. They are:
   
   - **Overall Performance Grades (Boys, Girls)**
   - **Class-wise Performance Grades (%) of Marks**

4. **SCHOOL REPORT:**
   
   The Graphical representation of the Class-wise performance is given in Bar-diagram.

5. **GRADEWISE PERFORMANCE (NO. OF STUDENTS):**
   
   The performance of students for each class in ENGLISH and LANGUAGE subjects are given in Grade wise.

6. **COMPETENCYWISE PERFORMANCE (NO. OF STUDENTS):**
   
   Competency 1 – Identification of Letters (which is common for all the Classes - Classes I-V) is analyzed for all the classes Gradewise for ENGLISH and LANGUAGE subjects.
   
   **Note:** *C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 refers to Class I, II, III, IV & V respectively.*